Simplified controls for optimized functionality

Surface Control Manager allows the user to configure the FloBoss™ 107 or the ROC800 to perform simplified control, logic, and mathematical functions using easy-to-configure pre-designed menus.

Surface Control Manager is an integrated component of the Production Manager Suite and can be used to provide both permanent and temporary shut-ins for associated wells being managed for optimization, allocation, and haul tank load outs in the Tank Manager user program.

Surface Control Manager’s key features are:

- Action Block: Configurable Control Logic Modules
  - Math and Boolean logic operators supported
  - Browseable parameters, including parameters from other Suite applications
- Support for API industry standard, class-based logic bypass maintenance
- Linked action blocks, accumulators and configurable accumulators
- On/Off run timers providing output pulse configurations

To configure and operate the Surface Control Manager program, you use two program-specific screens:

- PMSC (Production Manager Surface Control) Action Blocks
- PMSC Utilities
PMSC Action Blocks

Action Blocks are configurable control logic modules that have both math and Boolean logic operators. They are supported and browseable parameters that also include parameters from other suite applications.

The Action Blocks screen allows the user to:
- Set the logic block name, enable the logic tag, and display the input’s live value
- Provide four types of bypass and allows you to activate the manual latched bypass, and enables browsing for other action blocks to be used to define the bypass functionality
- Set the logic of chain, allow browsing for a previous action block for comparison, as well as select the desired output type (permanent or temporary shutdown)
- Selects status that trips the output
- Log alarms, recording when action blocks trip or clear

PMSC Utilities

The Surface Control Manager program supports up to 144 action blocks and 36 sets of utilities. Three versions of the program are provided for the ROC800 with increasing quantities of action blocks and utilities to best fit your application. A single version of the program with 48 action blocks and 12 utilities is provided for the FloBoss107.

Effects
Provides a flexible output action to be performed when one or more associated action blocks are tripped.

Configure Time Counters
Time Counters accumulate and record both run and idle times for motors, compressors, and other devices.

Accumulators and Outputs
This function provides daily, monthly and ongoing accumulations to be recorded given an analog or Modbus flow rate. The Output functionality provides an easy-to-configure method of driving an analog or discrete output based on a user selected input, such as a flow rate or accumulation.